Responses of "lower-spontaneous-rate" auditory-nerve fibers to speech syllables presented in noise. I: General characteristics.
Responses of auditory-nerve fibers in anesthetized cats to nine different spoken stop- and nasal-consonant/vowel syllables presented at 70 dB SPL in various levels of speech-shaped noise [signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios of 30, 20, 10, and 0 dB] are reported. The temporal aspects of speech encoding were analyzed using spectrograms. The responses of the "lower-spontaneous-rate" fibers (less than 20/s) were found to be more limited than those of the high-spontaneous-rate fibers. The lower-spontaneous-rate fibers did not encode noise-only portions of the stimulus at the lowest noise level (S/N = 30 dB) and only responded to the consonant if there was a formant or major spectral peak near its characteristic frequency. The fibers' responses at the higher noise levels were compared to those obtained at the lowest noise level using the covariance as a quantitative measure of signal degradation. The lower-spontaneous-rate fibers were found to preserve more of their initial temporal encoding than high-spontaneous-rate fibers of the same characteristic frequency. The auditory-nerve fibers' responses were also analyzed for rate-place encoding of the stimuli. The results are similar to those found for temporal encoding.